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hundreds of thousands of psychiatric patients in need of help during the
middle decades of the twentieth century. Into this crisis stepped Walter
Freeman, M.D., who saw a solution in lobotomy, a brain operation intended
to reduce the severity of psychotic symptoms. Drawing on Freeman’s
documents and interviews with Freeman's family, Jack El-Hai takes a
penetrating look at the life and work of this complex scientific genius. The
Lobotomist explores one of the darkest chapters of American medicine: the
desperate attempt to treat the hundreds of thousands of psychiatric patients
in need of help during the middle decades of the twentieth century. Into this
crisis stepped Walter Freeman, M.D., who saw a solution in lobotomy, a
brain operation intended to reduce the severity of psychotic symptoms.
Although many patients did not benefit from the thousands of lobotomies
Freeman performed, others believed their lobotomies changed them for the
better. Drawing on a rich collection of documents Freeman left behind and
interviews with Freeman's family, Jack El-Hai takes a penetrating look into
the life of this complex scientific genius and traces the physician's
fascinating life and work.
Vendetta in Death-J. D. Robb 2019-09-03 Lieutenant Eve Dallas must keep
the predator from becoming the prey in Vendetta in Death, the newest
thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author J.D. Robb. She calls
herself Lady Justice. And once she has chosen a man as her target, she

A Stab in the Dark-Facundo Bernal 2019-01-08 A Stab in the Dark is the
first work of Chicano literature, captivating poetic portrait of MexicanAmerican life at the beginning of the 20th century that has never before
been translated into English.
A Stab in the DarkA Stab in the Dark-Steve Martin 2011-08 My account of my time in the
Territorial army
Stab in the Dark-Louis Trimble 2012-04-01 Paul Knox, secret agent for the
U.S. Government, had been around. But never had he seen anything as
vicious as this new twist in the blackmail racket. Wealthy and prominent
people were being exposed to international scandal, the kind that could give
not merely themselves but their nation a black eye, and it had to be stopped.
Further, it was known that the criminal ring was about to expand. But when
Paul found his only contact had been stabbed through the eye with an
icepick, he realized several things: first, his own life was in immediate peril;
second, he could trust no one on either side of the law; and third, with no
more leads to follow, his only hope was a Stab in the Dark.
A Stab in the Dark-Lawrence Block 2009-10-13 Book description to come.
The Lobotomist-Jack El-Hai 2007-02-09 The Lobotomist explores one of the
darkest chapters of American medicine: the desperate attempt to treat the
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turns herself into a tall blonde or a curvaceous redhead, makes herself as
alluring and seductive as possible to them. Once they are in her grasp, they
are powerless. The first victim is wealthy businessman Nigel McEnroy. His
company’s human resources department has already paid out settlements to
a couple of his young victims—but they don’t know that his crimes go far
beyond workplace harassment. Lady Justice knows. And in one shocking
night of brutality, she makes him pay a much steeper price. Now Eve Dallas
and her husband, Roarke, are combing through the evidence of McEnroy’s
secret life. His compulsive need to record his misdeeds provides them with
a wide range of suspects, but the true identity of Lady Justice remains
elusive. It’s a challenging case, made even more difficult by McEnroy’s
widow, who reacts to the investigation with fury, denial, and threats.
Meanwhile, Lady Justice’s criminal crusade is escalating rapidly, and if Eve
can’t stop this vigilante, there’s no telling how much blood may be spilled...
Education of a Felon-Edward Bunker 2000 A hardcore felon shares his gritty
jailhouse stories from smoking a joint in the gas chamber to swimming in
the Neptune pool at San Simeon, where he was first incarcerated at age 17.
In a Dark, Dark Wood-Ruth Ware 2015-08-04 *AUTHOR OF THE WOMAN
IN CABIN 10 and THE LYING GAME *INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, USA
TODAY, AND LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER *SOON TO BE A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE An NPR Best Book of the Year * An Entertainment
Weekly Summer Books Pick * A Buzzfeed “31 Books to Get Excited About
this Summer” Pick * A Publishers Weekly “Top Ten Mysteries and Thrillers”
Pick * A Shelf Awareness Best Book of the Year * A BookReporter Summer
Reading Pick * A New York Post “Best Novels to Read this Summer” Pick *
A Shelf Awareness “Book Expo America 2015 Buzz Book” Pick What should
be a cozy and fun-filled weekend deep in the English countryside takes a
sinister turn in Ruth Ware’s suspenseful, compulsive, and darkly twisted
psychological thriller. Sometimes the only thing to fear…is yourself. When
reclusive writer Leonora is invited to the English countryside for a weekend
away, she reluctantly agrees to make the trip. But as the first night falls,
revelations unfold among friends old and new, an unnerving memory
shatters Leonora’s reserve, and a haunting realization creeps in: the party is
not alone in the woods.
Vacuum in the Dark-Jen Beagin 2020-01-28 From the Whiting
Award–winning author of Pretend I’m Dead and one of the most exhilarating
new voices in fiction, a “thoroughly delightfully, surprisingly profound”
(Entertainment Weekly) one-of-a-kind novel about a cleaning lady named
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Mona and her struggles to move forward in life. Soon to be an FX television
show starring Lola Kirke. Mona is twenty-six and cleans houses for a living
in Taos, New Mexico. She moved there mostly because of a bad
boyfriend—a junkie named Mr. Disgusting, long story—and her efforts to
restart her life since haven’t exactly gone as planned. For one thing, she’s
got another bad boyfriend. This one she calls Dark, and he happens to be
married to one of Mona’s clients. He also might be a little unstable. Dark
and his wife aren’t the only complicated clients on Mona’s roster, either.
There’s also the Hungarian artist couple who—with her addiction to
painkillers and his lingering stares—reminds Mona of troubling aspects of
her childhood, and some of the underlying reasons her life had to be
restarted in the first place. As she tries to get over the heartache of her
affair and the older pains of her youth, Mona winds up on an eccentric,
moving journey of self-discovery that takes her back to her beginnings
where she attempts to unlock the key to having a sense of home in the
future. The only problems are Dark and her past. Neither is so easy to get
rid of. Jen Beagin’s Vacuum in the Dark is an unforgettable, astonishing
read, “by turns nutty and forlorn…Brash, deadpan, and achingly troubled”
(O, The Oprah Magazine). Beagin is “a wonderfully funny writer who also
happens to tackle serious subjects” (NPR).
In the Dark-Mark Billingham 2009-10-06 A Deadly Crash A rainy night in
south London. A gun is fired into a car, which swerves onto the pavement
and plows into a bus stop. It seems that a chilling gang initiation has cost
the life of an innocent victim. But the reality is far more sinister. . . . A
Dangerous Quest One life is wiped out and three more are changed forever:
the young man whose finger was on the trigger, the ageing gangster
planning a deadly revenge, and the pregnant woman who struggles
desperately to uncover the truth. How will she, two weeks away from giving
birth, now cope in a world where death is an occupational hazard? A
Shocking Twist In a city where violence can be random or meticulously
planned, where teenage gangs clash with career criminals and where
loyalty is paid for in blood, nything is possible. Secrets are uncovered as fast
as bodies, and the story's final twist is as breathtakingly surprising as they
come. Mark Billingham's first stand-alone thriller, In the Dark is his most
powerful novel yet. Gritty, fierce, and moving, here is a must-read for
anyone who likes their crime fiction unflinching—and unforgettable.
Dark Matter-Blake Crouch 2017 "Extra Libris: Essays, Reader's Guides, and
More"--Page [345].
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Dexter in the Dark-Jeff Lindsay 2008-08-12 In his work as a Miami crime
scene investigator, Dexter Morgan is accustomed to seeing evil deeds. . .
particularly because, on occasion, he commits them himself. But Dexter's
happy existence is turned upside down when he is called to an unusually
disturbing crime scene at the university campus. Dexter's Dark Passenger –
mastermind of his homicidal prowess – immediately senses something
chillingly recognizable and goes into hiding. Dexter is alone for the first
time in his life, and he realizes he's being hunted by a truly sinister
adversary. Meanwhile he's planning a wedding and trying to learn how to be
a stepfather to his fiancé's two kids – who might just have dark tendencies
themselves. Macabre, ironic, and wonderfully entertaining, Dexter in the
Dark goes deeper into the psyche of one of the freshest protagonists in
recent fiction. This edition includes an excerpt from Jeff Lindsay's Dexter's
Final Cut.
The Lonely Witness: A Novel-William Boyle 2018-05-01 When a young
woman with a sordid past witnesses a murder, she finds herself fascinated
by the killer and decides to track him down herself. Amy was once a party
girl, but she now lives a lonely life, helping the house-bound to receive
communion in the Gravesend neighborhood of Brooklyn. She stops in at one
of the apartments on her route, where Mrs. Epifanio, the elderly woman
who lives there, says she hasn’t seen her usual caretaker, Diane, in a few
days. Supposedly, Diane has the flu—or so Diane’s son Vincent said when he
first dropped by and vanished into Mrs. E’s bedroom to do no-one-knowswhat. Amy’s brief interaction with Vincent in the apartment that day sets off
warning bells, so she assures Mrs. E that she’ll find out what’s really going
on with both him and his mother. She tails Vincent through Brooklyn,
eventually following him and a mysterious man out of a local dive bar. At
first, the men are only talking as they walk, but then, almost before Amy can
register what has happened, Vincent is dead. For reasons she can’t quite
understand, Amy finds herself captivated by both the crime she witnessed
and the murderer himself. She doesn’t call the cops to report what she’s
seen. Instead, she collects the murder weapon from the sidewalk and soon
finds herself on the trail of a killer. Character-driven and evocative, The
Lonely Witness brings Brooklyn to life in a way only a native can, and opens
readers’ eyes to the harsh realities of crime and punishment on the city
streets.
Core Samples from the World-Forrest Gander 2011-06-08 A compendium of
poetry, photography and haibun (Japanese essay-poem).
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The Old Deep and Dark-Ellen Hart 2014-10-07 Ellen Hart was named the
2017 MWA Grand Master, the most distinguished lifetime achievement
award offered in the mystery community. Renowned theater director
Cordelia Thorn is working to restore a historic theater in downtown
Minneapolis that she and her actress sister, Octavia, recently bought.
Cordelia has a vision for the playhouse's future, but the more she learns
about the building, the more fascinated she becomes by its past. Nicknamed
"The Old Deep and Dark" because of the Prohibition-era double murder that
occurred in the basement-then a speakeasy-there are a wealth of secrets
hidden inside its walls. And, to her shock and horror, Cordelia discovers
that there is also one present-day body literally buried in a basement wall.
Cordelia immediately calls on her best friend, P.I. Jane Lawless. Although
Jane is already in the thick of another investigation-she's embroiled in a
well-known country-western singer's family scandal-she agrees to help
Cordelia out on the side. But show-biz is a small world, and as Jane starts
tracing the trails of two separate investigations, she's surprised to find they
might not be as unconnected as she thought. With The Old Deep and Dark,
the latest installment in the award-winning Jane Lawless series, Ellen Hart
has crafted another impeccably plotted, seamlessly written mystery. The
Old Deep and Dark is the Winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Best
Lesbian Mystery.
Burn the Dark-S. A. Hunt 2020-01-14 Chilling Adventures of Sabrina meets
Stranger Things in award-winning author S. A. Hunt’s Burn the Dark, first
in the Malus Domestica horror action-adventure series about a punk
YouTuber on a mission to bring down witches, one vid at a time. Robin is a
YouTube celebrity gone-viral with her intensely-realistic witch hunter series.
But even her millions of followers don't know the truth: her series isn’t
fiction. Her ultimate goal is to seek revenge against the coven of witches
who wronged her mother long ago. Returning home to the rural town of
Blackfield, Robin meets friends new and old on her quest for justice. But
then, a mysterious threat known as the Red Lord interferes with her
plans.... “Brilliant!” —Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author
The Malus Domestica series #1: Burn the Dark #2: I Come with Knives #3:
The Hellion At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Cold Dark Place-Gregg Olsen 2011-05-26 The #1 New York –bestselling
author of If You Tell “will scare you—and you’ll love it” with this gripping
crime thriller (Lee Child). “Grabs you by the throat.” —Kay Hooper In a
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secluded farmhouse in the Pacific Northwest, a family has been
slaughtered—and a teenage son has disappeared. Single mother and cop,
Emily Kenyon spearheads a dark hunt for a killer. But Emily’s teenage
daughter Jenna is one step ahead of her. Then another family is butchered,
and another. As Emily fits the puzzle pieces together, she makes a chilling
discovery: the killer is coming after her and her daughter . . . Praise for
Gregg Olsen “An irresistible page-turner.” —Kevin O’Brien “Olsen writes
rapid-fire page-turners.” —TheSeattle Times “Frightening . . . a nail-biter.”
—Suspense Magazine “A work of dark, gripping suspense.” —Anne Frasier
“Truly a great read.” —Mystery Scene Magazine
Shadows in Death-J. D. Robb 2020-09-08 In the new novel in the #1 New
York Times-bestselling series, Lt. Eve Dallas is about to walk into the
shadows of her husband’s dangerous past... While Eve examines a fresh
body in Washington Square Park, her husband, Roarke, spots a man among
the onlookers he’s known since his younger days on the streets of Dublin. A
man who claims to be his half brother. A man who kills for a living—and who
burns with hatred for him. Eve is quick to suspect that the victim’s
spouse—resentful over his wife’s affair and poised to inherit her
fortune—would have happily paid an assassin to do his dirty work. Roarke is
just as quick to warn her that if Lorcan Cobbe is the hitman, she needs to be
careful. Law enforcement agencies worldwide have pursued this coldhearted killer for years, to no avail. And his lazy smirk when he looked
Roarke’s way indicates that he will target anyone who matters to
Roarke...and is confident he’ll get away with it. Eve is desperate to protect
Roarke. Roarke is desperate to protect Eve. And together, they’re
determined to find Cobbe before he finds them—even if it takes them across
the Atlantic, far outside Eve’s usual jurisdiction...
Hold the Dark: A Novel-William Giraldi 2014-09-08 Now a Netflix original
film starring Alexander Skarsgard, Riley Keough, and Jeffrey Wright At the
edge of civilization, nature and evil collide in what “stands out as one of the
decade’s best books of its kind” (Alan Cheuse, Boston Globe). Written with
“force and precision and grace” (John Wilwol, New York Times Book
Review) Hold the Dark is a “taut and unforgettable journey into the heart of
darkness” (Dennis Lehane). At the start of another pitiless winter, wolves
have taken three children from the remote Alaskan village of Keelut,
including the six-year-old son of Medora and Vernon Slone. Wolf expert
Russell Core is called in to investigate these killings and discovers an
unholy truth harbored by Medora before she disappears. When her husband
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returns home to discover his boy dead and his wife missing, he begins a
maniacal pursuit that cuts a bloody swath across the frozen landscape. With
the help of a local police detective, Core attempts to find Medora before her
husband does, setting in motion a deadly chain of events in this “chilling,
mysterious, and completely engaging novel” (Tim O’Brien) that marks the
arrival of a major American writer.
The Dark Half-Stephen King 2016-01-01 Set in the fictional town of Castle
Rock, Maine A “wondrously frightening” (Publishers Weekly) tale of terror
and #1 national bestseller about a writer’s pseudonym that comes alive and
destroys everyone on the path that leads to the man who created him. Thad
Beaumont is a writer, and for a dozen years he has secretly published
violent bestsellers under the name of George Stark. But Thad is a healthier
and happier man now, the father of infant twins, and starting to write as
himself again. He no longer needs George Stark and so, with nationwide
publicity, the pseudonym is retired. But George Stark won’t go willingly.
And now Thad would like to say he is innocent. He’d like to say he has
nothing to do with the twisted imagination that produced his bestselling
novels. He’d like to say he has nothing to do with the series of monstrous
murders that keep coming closer to his home. But how can Thad deny the
ultimate embodiment of evil that goes by the name he gave it—and signs its
crimes with Thad’s bloody fingerprints? The Dark Half is “a chiller” (The
New York Times Book Review), so real and fascinating that you’ll find
yourself squirming in Stephen King’s heart-stopping, blood-curdling
grip—and loving every minute of it.
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark-Alvin Schwartz 2019-04-02 The iconic
anthology series of horror tales that's now a feature film! Scary Stories to
Tell in the Dark is a timeless collection of chillingly scary tales and legends,
in which folklorist Alvin Schwartz offers up some of the most alarming tales
of horror, dark revenge, and supernatural events of all time. Available for
the first time as an ebook, Stephen Gammell’s artwork from the original
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark appears in all its spooky glory. Read if you
dare! And don't miss More Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark and Scary
Stories 3!
Stab at Love-Kristine Mason Sex, murder and photography were Ashton
Wolfe’s passions. When he’s asked to participate in a bachelor auction for a
local charity, he jumps at the opportunity and offers to take his date to
Abernathy Manor, a haunted mansion in Williamsburg, Virginia. It’s been
months since he’s watched the life drain from a woman’s eyes and he plans
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to make the winning bidder his next victim. Why not do it surrounded by
ghosts? Because Ivy Ellis hasn’t had the best luck with men, butterflies
haven’t infused her belly for more than two years. Until she meets Bachelor
Number Six’s intense gaze during the charity auction. Most women might
think it creepy to have a man stare at them as if they were his prey. But
there’s something in the bachelor’s eyes that calls to her. She can’t put her
finger on what it is, but knows she has to be the highest bidder to discover
what lies beneath the man in the mask. As she and Ash spend a passionate
weekend together, Ivy believes she’s found her soulmate. Meanwhile, Ash
struggles with dark emotions. The killer hadn’t planned on falling for his
victim, and now he doesn’t know what to do with Ivy. Keep her or kill her?
A Long Line of Dead Men-Lawrence Block 2009-10-13 Book description to
come.
The Dark Corner-Mark Powell 2012-11-30 “The best Appalachian novelist of
his generation.” —Ron Rash, author of Serena and The Cove "The Dark
Corner is one of the most riveting and beautifully written novels that I have
ever read. Trouble drives the story, as it does in all great fiction, but grace,
that feeling of mercy that all men hunger for, is the ultimate subject, and
that's just part of the reason that Mark Powell is one of America's most
brilliant writers." —Donald Ray Pollock, author of The Devil All the Time and
Knockemstiff “Mark Powell’s third novel powerfully tackles the ongoing
curses of drugs, real estate development, veterans’ plights, and other
regional cultural banes that plague an Appalachia still very much alive and
with us as its own chameleon-like animal. Brimming with fury and beauty,
The Dark Corner is a thing wrought to be feared and admired.” —Casey
Clabough, author of Confederado “Powell’s work is so clearly sourced to the
wellspring of all spiritual understanding—this physical world...He is heir to
the literary lineage of Melville, Conrad, Flannery O’Connor, Denis Johnson,
and Robert Stone.” —Pete Duval, author of Rear View A troubled Episcopal
priest and would-be activist, Malcolm Walker has failed twice over—first in
an effort to shock his New England congregants out of their complacency
and second in an attempt at suicide. Discharged from the hospital and
haunted by images of the Iraq War and Abu Ghraib, he heads home to the
mountains of northwestern South Carolina, the state’s “dark corner,” where
a gathering storm of private grief and public rage awaits him. Malcolm’s life
soon converges with people as damaged in their own ways as he is: his older
brother, Dallas, a onetime college football star who has made a comfortable
living in real-estate development but is now being drawn ever more deeply
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into an extremist militia; his dying father, Elijah, still plagued by traumatic
memories of Vietnam and the death of his wife; and Jordan Taylor, a young,
drug-addicted woman who is being ruthlessly exploited by Dallas’s viperous
business partner, Leighton Clatter. As Malcolm tries to restart his life, he
enters into a relationship with Jordan that offers both of them fleeting
glimpses of heaven, even as hellish realities continue to threaten them. In
The Dark Corner, Mark Powell confronts crucial issues currently shaping
our culture: environmentalism and the disappearance of wild places, the
crippling effects of wars past and present, drug abuse, and the rise of rightwing paranoia. With his skillful plotting, feel for place, and gift for creating
complex and compelling characters, Powell evokes a world as vivid and
immediate as the latest news cycle, while at the same time he offers a
nuanced reflection on timeless themes of violence, longing, redemption,
faith, and love. MARK POWELL is the author of two previous novels
published by the University of Tennessee Press, Prodigals and the Peter
Taylor Prize–winning Blood Kin. The recipient of National Endowment for
the Arts and Breadloaf Writers’ Conference fellowships, as well as the
Chaffin Award for fiction, he is an assistant professor of English at Stetson
University.
Eight Million Ways to Die-Lawrence Block 2009-10-13 Nobody knows better
than Matthew Scudder how far down a person can sink in this city. A young
prostitute named Kim knew it also—and she wanted out. Maybe Kim didn't
deserve the life fate had dealt her. She surely didn't deserve her death. The
alcoholic ex-cop turned p.i. was supposed to protect her, but someone
slashed her to ribbons on a crumbling New York City waterfront pier. Now
finding Kim's killer will be Scudder's penance. But there are lethal secrets
hiding in the slain hooker's past that are far dirtier than her trade. And
there are many ways of dying in this cruel and dangerous town—some quick
and brutal ... and some agonizingly slow.
On the Edge of the Dark Sea of Darkness-Andrew Peterson 2020 Janner,
Tink, and Leeli Igiby experience many fantastic adventures while looking for
a lost treasure.
My Little Book of All the Idiots I Want to Stab-Samson Blue Love 2018-10-22
Spice up your office with this hilarious gift notebook journal with a fully
saying. Be inspired to write in this notebook every day and give your
workmates a laugh. Start every day with a smile with this handy note book
with generous wide ruled lines for noting meetings, to do lists, doodling and
gossiping about your coworkers. This is the perfect notebook to gift to
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yourself or a loved one on birthdays, Christmas, Mother's Day and Father's
Day. Use the ruled pages for your favorite inspiring quotes and to record
your goals and dreams. Handy to use at work, in your home office or sit on
the beach and jot down all your achievements. Keep track of goals and
record happy memories in this notebook. Perfect for all adults, men and
women will love this inspirational motivational journal with a funny quote.
Give it to your boss, employees, co-workers or supervisor. 100 blank lined
pages Use it as a journal, to take notes, for creative writing, doodling,
journaling or just vent your frustrations Handy note book features 6 inch by
9 inch pages This softcover notebook has a smooth glossy finish Beautifully
designed to make the perfect present for a loved one
Fourth Down and Murder-Susan Rose O'Leary 2009-12 Everything was
arranged for Sunday to be a perfect football day for private detective Rhia
and her hotshot criminal lawyer boyfriend Destin that is, until the phone
rings. On the other end is Tangy, a stunning female acquaintance of
Destin's, who has suddenly found herself needing representation after her
boyfriend's corpse is found slumped outside her apartment door. Rhia
decides to immediately take on the case and soon realizes she has her work
cut out for her. Tangy's boyfriend Todd has a hole in the side of his head
and there is no murder weapon to be found. Without any witnesses to
question, Rhia knows time is not on her side as the police are ready to
charge Tangy with the murder even though they have no real evidence
other than a dead body outside her door. As clues begin to surface, Rhia
knows she must find out the truth at all cost. Anything can happen as Rhia
relies on all her investigative skills to solve the case, but if she's not careful,
she may just sacrifice her life in the process.
Last Resort-Jack D. Pressman 2002-08-08 This book, first published in 1998,
revisits the period in the 1940s and 1950s when many Americans were
operated on for mental illness.
Dark Bites-Sherrilyn Kenyon 2014-01-21 For years, fans have been
clamoring for an all-in-one collection of #1 bestselling author Sherrilyn
Kenyon's novellas. At their enthusiastic behest, we have delivered this
brand-new short story collection, Dark Bites, including stories previously
exclusive to Sherrilyn's website, as well as an all-new, never-before seen
Dark-Hunter story! Sherrilyn Kenyon takes readers from the Dark-Hunters
to the demigods, from Dream-Hunters to demons, and everything in
between. Dangerous and exciting, each story is one thrill ride after the next,
proving time and again how Sherrilyn has captivated millions of readers
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worldwide Now, readers are invited to go deep into Kenyon's rich and
imaginative world and experience the heart-racing moments that never stop
coming!
The Girl from Hollywood-Edgar Rice Burroughs 2012-07-11 Life at the
Pennington's Rancho del Granado was hard, but it was a good life, far
removed from the unnatural pressures and dangers of the big city. It was,
that is, until the desperate and evil ambitions of a powerful Hollywood drug
pusher threatened the very foundations of the Pennington family.
Polar: Came From the Cold-Victor Santos 2013-12-24 Ripped out of
retirement by an assassination attempt, the world's most deadly spy--Black
Kaiser--is on a collision course with a stab-happy torture expert and a
seductive but deadly redhead. His mission only ends if he dies or kills
everyone out to get him, and he's not in the habit of dying. This webcomic
hit has been rescripted for print! * A guns-blazing espionage actionadventure in the grand tradition of Jim Steranko and Frank Miller. * By
Victor Santos (Mice Templar)! "A beautiful, if bloody, webcomic... an
engaging experiment in color, style, and wordless storytelling."—CBR's
Robot 6
Burning Dawn-Gena Showalter 2014-04-29 New York Times bestselling
author Gena Showalter returns with a sizzling Angels of the Dark tale about
a winged warrior renowned for his ruthlessness, and the woman who
becomes his obsession… A tormented past has left Thane with an insatiable
need for violence, making him the most dangerous assassin in the skies. He
lives by a single code: no mercy. And as he unleashes his fury on his most
recent captor, he learns no battle could have prepared him for the slave he
rescues from his enemy’s clutches—a beauty who stokes the fires of his
darkest desires. Elin Vale has her own deep-rooted scars, and her attraction
to the exquisite warrior who freed her challenges her every boundary. But
Thane’s unwavering determination to protect her means she must face her
greatest fears—and enter a world in which passion is power, and victory
means breathtaking surrender.
Faith in the Age of Science-Mark Silversides 2012-02-29 This book carefully
examines the claims made by the followers and promoters of both atheism
and religion in a rational and engaging way.
New Perspectives on Contraception-Donald DeMarco 1999
Sins of the Fathers-Lawrence Block 1990
Mister Tender's Girl-Carter Wilson 2018-02-13 How far are you willing to go
for Mister Tender? At fourteen, Alice Hill was viciously attacked by two of
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her classmates and left to die. The teens claim she was a sacrifice for a man
called Mister Tender, but that could never be true: Mister Tender doesn't
exist. His sinister character is pop-culture fiction, created by Alice's own
father in a series of popular graphic novels. Over a decade later, Alice has
changed her name and is trying to heal. But someone is watching her. They
know more about Alice than any stranger could: her scars, her fears, and
the secrets she keeps locked away. She can try to escape her past, but
Mister Tender is never far behind. He will come with a smile that seduces,
and a dark whisper in her ear... Inspired by the Slender Man crime, this
gripping thriller plunges you into a world of haunting memories and unseen
threats, leaving you guessing until the harrowing end.
This Dark Endeavour (with Bonus Material)-Kenneth Oppel 2012-07-31
WITH BONUS MATERIAL: Pages from Victor Frankenstein's sketchbook
and an excerpt from the upcoming sequel, Such Wicked Intent, available
August 2012. Victor Frankenstein leads a charmed life. He and his twin
brother, Konrad, and their beautiful cousin Elizabeth take lessons at home
and spend their spare time fencing and horseback riding. Along with their

a-stab-in-the-dark-matthew-scudder-mysteries-english-edition

friend Henry, they have explored all the hidden passageways and secret
rooms of the palatial Frankenstein chateau. Except one. The Dark Library
contains ancient tomes written in strange languages, and filled with
forbidden knowledge. Their father makes them promise never to visit the
library again, but when Konrad becomes deathly ill, Victor knows he must
find the book that contains the recipe for the legendary Elixir of Life. The
elixir needs only three ingredients. But impossible odds, dangerous alchemy
and a bitter love triangle threaten their quest at every turn. Victor knows he
must not fail. But his success depends on how far he is willing to push the
boundaries of nature, science and love—and how much he is willing to
sacrifice.
Dark Disciple: Star Wars-Christie Golden 2016-03 "The only way to bring
down the Sith's most dangerous warrior may be to join forces with the dark
side"--Back cover.
A Stab In The Dark Matthew Scudder Mysteries English Edition
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